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In the conditions of the moder:n information society, in the absencc of

restrictions for cultural exchange, thc efforls of researchers to discover what is

promising and significant in music pcdagogy are becoming increasingly imporlant.

The very choice of topic is already a vifiue of the work, as it has not been subject of

research.

In this sense, the topic of the disscrtation is at the perimeter of an increasingly

relevant trend, with which the author meets the modern requirements for

modemization and optimization of the learning process.

The text is structured in an introduction, four chapters, a conclusion and

applications, with a total volume of 168 pagcs.

'l'he introduction convincingly clarifies the choice of topic and the search for

an original strategy. The need to usc specialized software to create an algometric

musical composition is convincingly substantiatcd. 'fhc need to optimize the

conditions for effective training is motivated. The interdisciplinary connection

between art, science and information technology is clarified.



'l'he first chapter provides an in-depth analysis of contemporary literaturc on

algorithmic music composition. 'l'hc concept in algoimetric composing is

competently clarified, as well as the principles of algorithmrzalion of computer

generation of music models. The historical development of algorithmic music has

been traced. The connection betwecn fractal geometry and chaos thcory is rsvealed.

'I'he scientific models in the field of fractal geometry, which caused a revolution in

physics, chernistry, biology and arts, are studicd.

I'he main ways of creating algometric music are presentcd with arguments.

In thc second chaptcr the author emphasizcs the conceptual formulation of

the disseftation, namely the theoretical foundations of music-pedagogical

technology for creating an algorithmic musical composition. l'he object, the subject,

the goal and the tasks of the research are presentcd, according to thc set hypothesis.

A musical-pedagogical characteristic of the technology for creating algometric

music is made, intended for students who do not have specralized musical training.

A musical-pedagogical characteristic of tlie technology for crcating algornetric

music has been made, intended for students who do not have speciahzed musical

training.

'fhe next chaptcr focuses on knowledge, skills and competencies for thc

realization of a musical composition. Thc author has pre sented in detail and in depth

the stages of mastering knowledge, skills and competencies, as the software tools

for reahzation of algorithmic musical composition is visually presentcd with

illustrations and links to sites, for clearer idea and visuahzatron, which in itself,

convcys a "live" visuality for easier assimilation of the different situations.

'Ihe pedagogical technology for creating an algorithmic musical composition

is presented in detail, as well as an intcractive environment that is exciting,

cnjoyable and stimulates learrrers to parlicipate more actively in the musical proccss.

'l'he last chapter is a presentation and analysis of the results of the practical

research when working with studcnts. 'Ihe author has establishcd the goals and

objectives of the experimental test, the dynamics of input and output level of



knowledge, skills and competencies, as well as analysis of errors in the criteria and

indicators for evaluation of compositions. l'ables and color 3D charts creatc

additional comforl lor the visual perception of data. I'he links mcntioned at the end

are a curtsey and respect to the reader of the dissertation, as the students'

compositions can be listened to in real tirne.

The individual chapters of the disse(ation are well structured and arranged

and give an idea of the rescarch that I admire. Thc way thcy are written leads me to

think that this is the future of contemporary musical cxpression in young artists.

Regarding the entire research activity of the doctoral student, it is related to

the spheres of his scientific interests and professional activity in the field of music,

computer technology and modern education.

In its essence, the offered music-pedagogical technology for training is aimed

not only at mastering knowledge, skills and compctencies, but also at creating an

attitude towards music and the art of music. Music-pcdagogical technology creates

favorable conditions for music cducation through the application of modem

technologies - mobile and cloud. As a result, students acquire cultural competencc

and skills for expression through crcativity, digital competence, mathematical

competenca, otc.

The research showed high scientihc and methodological reflection. l'he

research is multifaceted, harmonious, consistcnt, with a broad-spectrum analysis of

the main methodological and practical approaches.

Scientific contributions of the dissertation:

Theoretically signfficant contributions :

An analysis of the relationship between algorithmic music and technology in

the context of school music education has been made. A scientifically based music-

pedagogical technology has been developed, in which students acquirc knowledge,

skills and competencies for creating a musical composition. The application in

school of thc developed music-pedagogical technology is offered, offering training

with a new type of soflware, easy to learn.



Contributions of practical significance :

In the application of music-pcdagogical technology, students acquire

knowledge, skills and compctencies in the art of music, modem technology and gain

subjective musical experiencc. The music-pedagogical technology is original and

practically applicable in the education of students who do not have special musical

training. As a result of the training, the studcnts create a musical product that has an

applied character. 'I'he creatcd music-pedagogical technology can be used as a

methodical guide by people who do not have musical training, as well as those with

music education.

l'he rich bibliography makes an excellent impression in the work - 156

sources, 99 of which are in a foreign language.

The number of publications meets the requirements rclated to the disscrlation.

I{aving regard to the above merits of thc research, its contributions, the

breadth, the depth and the competentness of the research, I recommend to the

Distinguished members of the scientific jury to support the award of the educational

and scientific degree "Doctor" in the Professional field: 1.3. of Alexander

Lyubomirov Baychev.
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